2011 audi q7

The Audi Q7 is very big and very heavy, yet not as spacious as you'd hope. It's beautifully
made, however, and is bred for long-distance highway travel. The Audi Q7 is in the unenviable
position of being big on the outside but small on the inside. This full-size SUV weighs 5, pounds
and measures Despite this, the Q7 has a cramped third-row seat that struggles to accommodate
full-size adults, and a maximum cargo capacity no greater than a humble Toyota RAV4's. At
least the Q7 is better than last year's model in terms of engine selection. Gone are the
underwhelming 3. The 3. The latter generates less horsepower than the old V8, but it matches
that engine's pound-feet of torque and betters its fuel economy by 3 mpg. Shoppers seeking
optimum fuel efficiency will be glad to know that the Q7 is still available with a V6 turbodiesel.
The Audi Q7 continues to impress with a cabin that is beautifully appointed and built, and the
Q7's electronics have been updated to the latest Audi spec. As mentioned before, however, the
third-row seat is really only suitable for kids. You also can't get a factory-installed DVD
entertainment system in the Q7. But if you're just looking for a luxurious, long-distance cruiser
for a family of four and maybe one more , the Audi Q7 could be worth a look. The Premium
comes standard with inch alloy wheels, rear parking sensors, roof rails, a power liftgate
includes programmable opening angle , automatic wipers, dual-zone automatic climate control,
heated eight-way power front seats includes adjustable lumbar and leather upholstery. The TDI
Premium gets inch wheels and additional exterior chrome trim. The Q7 Premium Plus gains
xenon headlights, LED running lights, a panoramic sunroof optional on Premium , a rearview
camera, auto-dimming and power-folding mirrors, driver memory functions, a navigation system
optional on Premium and a Bose surround-sound system with HD radio and DVD audio
capability. The Warm Weather package adds a deep-tint panoramic sunroof, four-zone
automatic climate control and manual sunshades for the rear doors and tailgate. Optional on all
trims are rear side airbags, a Towing package and a Cold Weather package, which adds heated
rear seats and a heated steering wheel. The Audi Q7 3. Both come standard with an eight-speed
automatic transmission and all-wheel drive. EPA-estimated fuel economy for both versions of
the 3. In performance testing, this engine brought the Q7 from zero to 60 mph in 8. The Audi Q7
comes standard with antilock brakes, stability and traction control, front seat side airbags, side
curtain airbags and rear parking sensors. A rearview camera is standard on Premium Plus and
Prestige trims, while a blind-spot warning system is standard on the Prestige. Second-row side
airbags are optional on all trims. In Edmunds brake testing, a Q7 TDI came to a stop from 60
mph in a longish feet and a previous V8-powered model didn't fare much better. In government
crash testing, the Q7 received a perfect five-star rating for front and side crash protection. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the Q7 the highest rating of "Good" in both the
frontal-offset and side crash tests. With its sharp looks and full-time all-wheel drive, the Audi Q7
is better suited for navigating slippery pavement in inclement weather than for tackling a muddy
trail. The Q7's size and weight can make it feel a bit unwieldy around town, but the available
back-up camera makes parking easier. The Prestige trim's optional air suspension features
adjustable settings that enable the driver to switch between a well-mannered cruiser and a more
dynamic people mover ready to tackle curving roads. It you're going to the mountains to ski, the
Q7 is the right choice. We haven't had a chance to sample the Q7 with its new supercharged
V6s, but we suspect the base V6 will be a bit quicker than the old, sluggish 3. Either way, the
TDI turbodiesel should continue to be the engine to get, as its ample torque and superior fuel
economy are well-matched to a large SUV like the Q7. Like all Audis, the Q7 ranks high when it
comes to its interior. The dash layout is driver-oriented, and Audi's MMI is relatively easy to use
once you've had some practice. It's a mixed bag as far as passenger space goes, though, with a
relatively roomy second row but a cramped third row. The latter can only comfortably seat
children or small adults, which is disappointing given the Q7's size and the fact that most of its
competitors can accommodate average-sized adults. With the second and third rows folded flat,
the Q7 has just The Audi Q7 used to have two choices of gasoline-powered engines; now it has
one. Those engines used to produce and horsepower, respectively; the new one has On the
surface, this would appear to be a problem. You see, Audi's full-size SUV has always been
something of a big-boned chap. The old V8-powered Q7 tipped the scales at 5, pounds; the
surviving diesel-powered TDI weighs 5,, which is only a few hundred away from getting a
commercial vehicle fuel-economy exemption from the EPA. And a fight this supercharged 3.
This engine dubbed 3. Credit for this must also go to Audi's new eight-speed automatic
transmission, which further lends a hand in helping the Q7 overcome its apparent horsepower
disadvantage. And how much does it overcome that disadvantage? Well, the Q7 3. Such
performance makes this new engine quite a winner in our book. However, what about the luxury
SUV it's attached to? Read on. Available styles include 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.

Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Audi Q7. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Audi lease specials Check out Audi Q7 lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Cramped third-row seat limited maximum cargo capacity hefty vehicle weight no DVD
entertainment system available. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Audi Q7 gets extensive changes. The previous
V6 and V8 engines have been replaced with supercharged 3. An eight-speed automatic is now
standard on all Q7s, including the diesel-powered TDI model. The option for second-row
captain's chairs has been deleted, while the Premium Plus and Prestige trim levels receive
additional feature content. Read more. Write a review See all 14 reviews. This Q7 replaces my
A4. Q7 is huge. A lot of room. I love the 3. Pickup is very smooth. Mileage is OK. It does better
than my X5 3. It feels very heavy and during braking, I need to step heavier to stop it. I took it to
the snow and it was fun driving at 70mph and passing other cars with chain. It is a excellent
family car. We now have , miles on it. Only to buy a Q7 with , fewer miles. We still love this
vehicle. My wife was first introduced to the Q7 in when her cousin came down from Boston in
hers. My wife fell in love with the drivability, the appointments, and it not having the stigma of
elitism buying a brand badge versus a quality car. Most of the people we knew at the time had
never heard of Audi. Maybe because we were too poor to even afford one, but we all knew
Mercedes and BMW! I jumped on it. Why really did we want the Q7 over anything else? We
wanted a 7 passenger vehicle. There are only four of us in the family, but randomly we will
transport friends to and from school and ball games. We wanted a comfortable long distance
vehicle. We regularly travel 2, miles across the United States, so we desired something
comfortable. This fit me like a glove. In these travels, we travel through all types of weather,
including snow. We also travel back roads a bit also, so we desired a four wheel drive. We
needed something that could tow a 5, pound camper. This wish list narrowed us down very
quickly. The Q7 was at the top of the list. With nearly , miles on our Q7, we have done NO major
maintenance. Brakes, oil, tires, battery and other small things like this; but we have done
nothing major. We continue to drive this car as our primary cross-country conveyance. We have
no squeaks, no rattles, no clunks and to broken nobs. The seats have no tears, rips or bad
wearing spots. This car has really held up to my family. It has truly held up to the price I paid for
it. Even my fuel mileage increased as I put miles on it. Currently, we average 25 MPG on the
highway, and around 18 in the city. The bad: The OEM brakes. This is a heavy machine, and the
brakes remind you that it is heavy! Our first brake replacement, we upgraded the rotors and
pads and reprogrammed the sensitivity of the brake pedal. It made an immense difference. This
is a heavy machine, and it eats tires faster than a minivan. I finally went to a Conti DWS with a
50, warranty. There is a lot of getting used to the strange interface. Read less. This is my first
Audi and I'm really loving it. I've never owned a Diesel auto before but the gas mileage is great.
But the fuel is more expensive so I'm not sure if it's not a wash by the time it's all said and done.
Here in CA, diesel is at least 30 cents more per gallon for diesel vs. The quality is great and I'm
at 3, miles and not any problems at all. It runs smoothly and I'm averaging about 22 miles per
gallon driving a mix of the city and highway mostly city. I've averaged about miles on a full tank
of gas. The tank holds 26 gallons of diesel fuel. Traded in Allroad wish they still sold that in US
for diesel - like the excellent mileage and lower emissions. Decision motivated by lower
environmental impact. Excellent choice if you need space and winter surefootedness. Lots of
torque, but it's a heavy car noticeable in stop-and- go traffic. Drives very well - particularly on
highway. Towing package did not include electrical harness - took a day at dealership to install.
Major irritation is driver's seat position - simply too high for comfortable posture. See all 14
reviews of the Used Audi Q7. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Q7. Sign Up.
Though late to the game, the Q7 has acquitted itself with unflappable style and swagger. In the
interest of simplifying product lines, environmental impact and overall image, Audi has dumped
the 3. The 3. Both engines are now mated to a new 8-speed automatic transmission and
standard quattro all-wheel drive. While the Q7 has style down to a science, there is still room for
improvement elsewhere. The steering offers little in the way of feedback and the rear load floor
is exceptionally high and deep behind the tailgate, making cargo loading difficult. Further

hampering cargo loading are awkward release handles for the third-row seats that can make
folding them difficult. Bodystyles: SUVEngines: 3. Most of the work done to the Audi Q7comes
under the hood with a new supercharged V-6 engine in two levels of performance and a new
8-speed automatic transmission across the line. Top trims for both the gasoline and diesel
models get adaptive headlights, ventilated front seats and a panoramic sunroof standard.
Already a style leader, the Audi Q7 stays up to date with revised front and rear fascias and slick
new LED running lights. Ground clearance and towing capacity are class competitive in the
unlikely event they're called upon. Like any good luxury SUV, the Audi Q7 features standard
leather, wood trim, heated seats, multi-function steering wheel, dual-zone automatic climate
control and a power tailgate. Second-row seat heaters and four-zone climate control are
optional. The Audi Q7 is almost a new vehicle for in terms of its performance. While the
turbocharged diesel V-6 is a carryover, it is now mated to a new 8-speed transmission and
quattro all-wheel-drive. The Q7's new supercharged gasoline V-6 produces horsepower and lb-ft
of torque in the base model and horsepower and lb-ft in S Line trim, mounted in both cases to
the new 8-speed automatic and standard quattro. Front and side airbags are standard for front
seat passengers, as are side curtain airbags for all three rows. Side airbags for second-row
passengers are optional. A host of stability technologies, including quattro, electronic stability
control and traction control are all standard. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years:
Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer
inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Audi Q7 Expert
Review motortrendauthor. Great styling Diesel option Great handling Sliding second row
Seating for seven. Numb steering Hard to fold third-row Tall load floor You'll never take it
off-road. All Model Years A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Audi's debut in the sport-utility
set returns for the model year still carrying the refreshed exterior and touched-up cabin it wore
last year. And this time around, they're joined by a simplified powertrain lineup that deletes a
V-6 and a V-8, and swaps in a supercharged V-6 in their stead. The Q7 is part of a family of SUVs
that includes the Volkswagen Touareg and the Porsche Cayenne, but the Q7 is unique in the
trio, in that it comes in five- or seven-seat models. The Q7 is no brutish off-roader, nor is it a
blingy hip-hop street machine. It's simply stated, elegant while not looking feminine or
masculine. Only its high ground clearance gives away its off-road appeal. A vast grille
punctures the front end too deeply, we think, but the remainder of the Q7's body flows from
crisp cutline to effortless curve around its athletic profile. The sculptural look sports some
jewelry, like LED taillamps and two-tone skirts, depending on the model. Inside, it's appointed in
rich leather, suede, and wood, and attractively styled, with an uncluttered feel save for some of
the clusters of switches controlling climate and audio systems. The base engine is a 3. Audi's
taken the unusual step of offering it in two power levels: there's a hp version in the base Q7,
while an upscale version moves the needle to hp. The diesel V-6, meanwhile, makes hp but a
huge pound-feet of torque. The diesel's still the slowest model to 60 mph, by 1. All-wheel drive
is standard on either, with either powertrain. In , Volkswagen admitted diesel engines in this

model illegally cheated federal tests and polluted beyond allowable limits. As part of
unprecedented settlements with federal and state governments, Volkswagen agreed to buyback
from owners diesel-equipped models of this vehicle. Owners of affected vehicles can enter their
VIN numbers to see if their cars are eligible for buyback. In any version, ride and handling are
far above the usual SUV benchmarks. An independent suspension and all-wheel drive team up
for comfortable, capable handling and a useful tow rating of 6, pounds. Credit goes to an air
suspension that enables sport, comfort, and automatic modes to lower and lift the SUV for
better on- and off-road behavior. Audi's crafted a wonderfully supportive, spacious interior.
Leather buckets in front are great for long rides, while the second row is sized for adults. The
third-row seat is big enough for children, and the cargo area opens to a significant 88 cubic feet
when the second and third rows are folded. Accessing that cargo is no chore; the tailgate is
power-operated, and it's crafted in aluminum for a light touch. It also offers rear side airbags, an
unusual feature, along with a rearview camera, a lane-departure warning system, and a
blind-spot warning system. The standard features on Audi's big ute leave little on the options
list. The usual list includes automatic climate control; a power tailgate; keyless entry; and
cruise control. Audi's Multi Media Interface also is standard, and the current programming is
significantly easier to use, via a joystick controller. A DVD navigation system and four-zone
climate control are among the big-ticket options. The Q7 has nothing in common with most of
the sport-ute milestones in automotive history. It's no brutish off-roader in the Land Rover vein,
nor is it a monster truck like the bling-encrusted Cadillac Escalade. Despite its ample
off-roadability, it's more like a crossover in silhouette, with a soft roofline folding and flexing
into a complex, sculptural body. It is tough to get past that grille, though. It's a floor-to-ceiling
affair that opens a gaping maw on the Q7's front end, and whether or not you consider it a new
design hallmark, it's completely out of whack with the rest of the balanced body. At least since
last year, it's framed by headlamps graced by Audi's more convincing design motif: LED
"eyelashes" that call out the brand in a more significant, more high-tech way than the enormous
grille ever could or will. The Q7's richly appointed interior wears leather, suede, and wood in
abundance. The overall shape is attractively styled and tightly integrated, mostly uncluttered
except for some clusters of minor switches. Audi's gone to great length to match color and
texture inside the Q7, which you'll notice when you touch the faux-suede headliner and drink in
the sumptuous browns and tans in some of the more daring combinations. Audi's threesome of
powertrain choices gives the Q7 a wide appeal, particularly to green-minded shoppers. All three
versions are V-6s, but each is distinct for power output and for fuel. The two gas-powered V-6s
share a 3. On base Q7s, the engine spins out horsepower and pound-feet of torque, good for a
mph time of 7. While this version effectively replaces Audi's old V-6, the more powerful version
is the successor for the Q7's old V-8 engine option. The more precocious six turns in hp--just as
it does in the A6 and S4 sedans--and it drops mph times to 6. We've been unable to score a test
drive either of these models, but a scan of competitive reviews reveals the expected plaudits for
straight-line performance--with some reminders that Audi's supercharged V-6 emits some
grumbles that aren't entirely in keeping with the high-pricetag mission. On a parallel track is
Audi's 3. It twists out hp but a huge pound-feet of torque, which helps keep acceleration within
range of the gas versions. Audi says it's good for 60 mph in 8. It doesn't have the quicker
throttle response of the V-6s, but highway passing power is strong and there's very little noise
to let on that it's a diesel. With its fuel economy, a driving range of miles per tank of fuel is
within easy reach. When ride and handling are factored in, the Q7's more nimble feel and
standard all-wheel drive pitch it even more into the crossover camp. Its power steering has ideal
effort and weight--a highly unusual trait in an SUV--and it even has more feedback than you'll
find in some passenger cars. The Q7 is fitted with an independent suspension, which teams up
with adjustable air shocks for capable and comfortable handling. In Comfort, the Q7 glides over
freeway bumps; in Dynamic mode, it's a surprisingly eager carver, though much stiffer in
resisting bumps and grinds that might be better left on mute. The Audi Q7 is the next step up for
those who can't get enough of the brand's A6 Wagon. The Q7's nearly a full-size SUV, which
means seating for seven is possible, and it's a half-foot longer and nearly a foot taller than the
A6 wagon. It puts all that additional space to great use. Passengers in the front two rows will
find finely shaped, supportive seats covered in handsomely toned leather that really hold up
during long rides, and offer plenty of adjustability for all sizes of people. The second-row seat
also has leg and head room for adults, but it's not quite large enough to seat three adults
across for more than an hour or so. Knee and foot room are as copious as head room, and the
second-row bench slides fore and aft for even more room. There's also an option to turn the
second-row bench into a pair of bucket seats, making the five- or seven-seat Q7 also a
six-seater. There's an option for third-row seating; it's small, but it's large enough for children.
When it's not in use, the seat can be folded to open up a relatively large cargo hold, which

grows to a significant 88 cubic feet when the middle seats are folded down, too. Audi's taken
great care to trim out the cargo area to a high cosmetic standard, but in terms of functionality,
the power-folding third-row seat on the Lincoln MKT does an easier job of converting itself. The
Q7 does get a power tailgate, and it's made from aluminum to save some weight. The Audi Q7
has been ranked among the safest SUVs on the road, but changes to the two most important
crash-test ratings have clouded the picture somewhat. It also awards the Q7 four stars for
rollover resistance. We'll update this review when more information is available. Since it's
added a new roof-crush standard to its equation, the crash test ratings remain the same, but the
Top Safety Pick award hasn't been renewed yet. The Q7 still is rife with standard safety
equipment. It has dual front, side, and curtain airbags, as well as anti-lock brakes, stability and
traction control. Rear seat side airbags are a rare option for any American-market vehicle.
Among the other safety options are a rearview camera, a lane-departure warning system, and a
blind-spot warning system. Even though visibility is good from inside the Q7, the camera's
recommended since the view out over the rear corners can be diminished by the thick roof
pillars. The Audi Q7 is one of the largest, most capable vehicles in Audi's lineup, so it's not
surprising it also carries a long list of standard features, with a few worthwhile options. Every
Q7 has automatic climate control, inch alloy wheels, a power tailgate, cruise control, and
keyless entry. There's also a way power driver seat and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. This
year, Audi's six-disc changer has been omitted entirely from the features list, replaced by more
interior storage--and an option for HD Radio. The latest version gets a new joystick-style
controller, as well as a more intuitive operating logic, along with integrated real-time traffic and
3D mapping--all of which look snappy on a bigger, high-resolution LCD screen. It's easier to use
the controller to steer climate, phone, GPS and audio controls than ever before--but the buttons
and switches that MMI was supposed to replace have almost made their way entirely back into
the cabin. You can't avoid MMI, but Audi's upscale audio options are worth the cost. For cold
climates, there's also a cold-weather package with heated front- and second-row seats and a
heated steering wheel. Four-zone climate control is probably a bit over the top, if you're looking
for the smallest corners to cut. Even with Audi's swap-outs of drivetrains in the Q7, there's less
to report on the fuel-economy front. Audi's new eight-speed automatic gets the credit for
improving gas mileage a great deal over its old six-speed, six-cylinder units, though the
numbers still aren't absolutely great. Much better ratings come with the turbodiesel Q7 TDI. The
3. On that point, while both its companion SUVs, the Cayenne and Touareg, are now offered as
hybrids, the Audi Q7 hybrid that had been planned for sale has been axed, while the company
works on a new hybrid version of its smaller Q5 sport-ute. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen
Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By
Make. New A3 A4 A5 A6. A7 A8 E-Tron Q3. Q5 Q7 Q8 R8. New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews
Specs Photos Inventory. Dislikes Supercharged V-6 isn't great on gas It's a heavy, heavy ute
Gets expensive quickly. Gas mileage is reasonable for everyday driving, and it's suitably quick
and quiet--at least as quiet as the supercharged V With a diesel option and a softer silhouette,
the Audi Q7 does its part to tame the SUV bad-boy image. Review continues below. A subtle,
elegant approach defines the Q7, once you get past its immense grille. Used Audi Q7 for sale
near change location. Continue Reading. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell
us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and
more. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Audi Q7 against the competition.
Used Audi Q7 cars. Used BMW X5 cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc.
Read our Cookie Policy. To that end, the Q7 sport-utilities headed to the U. On a recent trip to
Munich, we pounded the autobahn in the new Q7 and found nothing lacking. Already installed in
the A6 and S4, the 3. The main features are an aluminum block that weighs just 73 pounds and
displaces cc, and benzindirekteinspritzung , or direct fuel injection. The Roots-type twin-screw
intercooled supercharger that mounts in the vee is relatively small at a displacement volume of
2. Boost pressure peaks at The eight-speed automatic already has debuted on the A8 sedan and
will make its way into many more Audis this fall. Audi says the Q7 will have a ratio spread of 7.
On the current six-speed, the ratio spread is 6. The current 3. Audi has long used a sort of
hidden control knob to vary the power between two otherwise identical engines, and the same
is true in the 3. The differing power outputs of the two U. Compared with the engines the 3. The
low-power 3. The hi-po 3. Fuel economy, which is 13 mpg city and 18 highway with the 4. Audi
claims the higher-output Q7 3. What we can say is this: On the unrestricted sections of the
Munich-to-Ingolstadt autobahn, the speed in the middle lane often is 80 mph and the left lane
more like , so acceleration is critical. In the worst case, there will be a crash that leaves behind
only really, really small pieces. The hp Q7 3. The supercharged V-6 is mostly a quiet hummer,
but when you give it the boot, it sounds the business, emitting the same husky rumble of the S4
only a bit more muted. Owners of the 4. The low-power V-6 is, well, slower, but otherwise pretty

much the same. Audi may be the first to drop a V-8 from its big SUV, but others could soon
follow. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a
third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives. Less than three-quarters of that sum would
have bought the basic vehicle itself. The rest, well, the rest is because we had to look good.
Damn good, as it turned out. That pack brought aggressive fender arches, a gaping front fascia,
and the ability to order inch wheels as gorgeous as they were ridiculously huge. With hp and a
brawny lb-ft of torque on tap, the turbo-diesel V-6 was as tractable as it was efficient. The
eight-speed auto was always in the right gear thanks to all that torque, and its shifts were
consistently smooth and unobtrusive. While most long-termers generally get quicker to 60 mph
as their engines break in, the Q7 actually lost pace in that metric: It turned in an 8. The Q7 got
marginally quicker once rolling, as evidenced by its tomph passing time, which improved from
6. The slower off-the-line time proved an impediment to better quarter-mile figures, though, as it
dropped from Refilling the fluid was a painless process; while it was largely handled during
scheduled services, the few gallons we replenished ourselves came with little sacrifice of time
or money. You can read more about the process in our first update. Our Q7 was a heavy, pound
piece, but the harmonious relationship between its steering wheel, accelerator, and brake
pedalâ€”which had enough precision and weight to facilitate fine inputsâ€”made the bulk nearly
invisible in daily driving. We also were impressed with our observed fuel economy: 21 mpg over
more than 41, miles. Take the efficiency and combine it with a huge, Fitting the winter tires and
their taller sidewalls Dunlop SP Winter Sport 3Ds wrapped around inch rims softened things up
a bit. Doing so also greatly reduced tire noise; the humming and thrumming from the summer
rubber was a frequently noted annoyance. Annoying also describes the several minor electrical
problems that cropped up. The MMI infotainment setup, which otherwise was intuitive and easy
to use, got brain freeze a couple of times and had to be rebooted. Excepting the ventilated seat,
every one of the above issues mysteriously corrected itself as quickly as it appeared. The only
other wear issues were those we noted in our last updateâ€”slightly wrinkled front-seat leather
and a worn engine-start buttonâ€”plus a hitch cover panel that loosened in its mounts as time
passed. Finally, the powered hatch stopped latching closed at 38K; our dealer ordered a new
latch, which was covered under warranty. The litany of minor issues was frustrating, but the fact
that none resulted in meaningful downtime tempered most of our anger. All toldâ€”excluding
the damage and destructionâ€”we spent about ten grand to keep the Audi on the road,
including diesel fuel. Not cheap by any measure, but also not news: Expensive vehicles often
are expensive to run. Our Audi was handsome, practical, efficient, and luxurious, as well as
pricey and occasionally irritating. Should you be shopping in this segment, whether you end up
in a Q7 TDIâ€”most especially one similarly equipped to oursâ€”will depend on which of those
adjectives matter most to you. On one run to the left side of the country, Tony Swan called on
the Audi to shoulder his Honda S race car, which he dropped off in California and returned
lugging a freshly purchased Volvo The loads were about a ton shy of the pound towing
capacity. With the cruise control set to extra-legal velocities, the Q7 whuffled along with nary a
complaint, easily maintaining its speed even up steep hills. Speaking to the overall comfort and
supportive seats, it was only at the end of a grueling mile day that Swan began crying for mercy.
Even so, overall economy has dipped by 1 mpg to 21 since our last update. Unfortunately, the
swap back to the firmer compound gave road warts some of their bite back, and the fat Sport
Maxx tires are as noisy as ever. More recently, a small rock punctured the right rear tire, and the
process to change it out was more complicated than a simple stop and swap. The Vredestein
compact spare lives under the cargo floor, but you need to remove the subwoofer from inside
the rim before taking out the tire. The spare is uninflated. A small compressor is provided to
blow in the required 51 psi, but it should be run for only 12 minutes at a timeâ€”lest it melt itself
into a puddle of brown plasticâ€”so at least one cool-down period is necessary before the spare
is ready. The rest is pretty standardâ€”jack up the corner, remove the five lug bolts, install the
spare, and tighten everything back downâ€”but the process took us nearly an hour, including
packing up. Plan your flat tires accordingly. We could be referring to literal height. A Ranger, an
Escape, and an F were immobilized, so I quickly ran to my house to grab a shovel and a tow
strap. Cranking up the ride height, I plowed through one of the fields to get an angle on the
Ranger. Turns out the Ranger's owner is a hairstylist, and I now have a coupon for a free
haircut. Some of our treks thus far have included hauls to Virginia to serve as a Lightning Lap
support vehicle, to northern Michigan to tow a boat to storage, and to New Jersey for a family
visit. The first service stop at miles was free, but the 15, major service rang in just shy of bucks.

Luckily, we have only one minor checkup and one major service left before the Q7 departs.
Driving styles, however, can necessitate adding some fluid between visits to the dealer, and on
a trip to the east coast, the Q7 warned us that the supply was getting low. We found a truck stop
that carried the appropriate juice, and 2. The process was relatively painless. The spout is
behind the fuel door, next to the fuel filler, and is removed using the lug wrench from the tool
kit. The inconvenience, besides making the stop itself, was in removing our luggage to access
the tool kit below the cargo floor. Since its arrival roughly two months ago, everyone who has
driven the big four-ringer has complimented its manners, daily usability, and menacing looks.
Although the horsepower figure is meager for a vehicle this sizeâ€”almost pounds! Part throttle
is sufficient to push you back in the seat; full-throttle shenaniganery delivers a downshift and
more intake whoosh but not much in the way of extra thrust. The EPA ratings for both are 17
mpg city and 25 highway. Pictures of a Q7 with the S-line appearance pack set our tongues
wagging, so we ordered our TDI with the top-spec Prestige equipment group, a requirement to
nab the S-line hotness. For that not-insubstantial sum, the haul includes navigation, active
xenon headlamps with LED turn signals and running lights, auto-dimming and power-folding
side mirrors, a Bose surround-sound system, keyless entry and start, ventilated front seats,
four-zone climate control, a huge panoramic sunroof, a power tilting-and-telescoping steering
column, and a rearview camera and parking sensors. Now, a few demerits: Some drivers wish
for more feedback through the brake pedal and steering wheel, although both are linear and
responsive. Finally, the nav system has frozen on at least one occasion, requiring another
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